Instructions for binding rugs with balls of wool.
STEP NO. l Cut 1.5 metres of wool and commence
whipping with the pile facing downwards onto a table with
either of the edges (selvedge) nearest to you. Working
from right to left, start by going down into the third hole
from the end, leaving two clear holes at the end of the rug.
Continue to go down into the next four holes covering the
end as you proceed. This looping stitch covers the
selvedge before you start with the actual whipping stitch.
STEP NO. 3 The whipping stitch is made by going back to
the second hole from the end, having taken the yarn over
and across the earlier stitches, so that it now lies across
these stitches and next to the previous cross-stitch which
was completed in Step No 2. Having gone down into the
second hole from the end, you can now go up, over and
across into the next empty hole.

STEP NO. 2 To complete the first steps you must now go
back over and across the looping stitches you have just
done and go down into the hole in which you first began.
Don't go into the end holes, which should be left empty at
this stage to allow for finishing off later on.

STEP NO. 4 To continue the whipping stitch, bring the
yarn back over and down into the third hole from the
starting end and then back over and down into the next
empty hole. You will see that there are three complete
holes between the hole that you start from and the hole in
which you finish. It is important to maintain the same
spacing throughout the whipping.

STEP NO. 5 Continue whipping until your advancing
stitch reaches the last but one hole and instead of going
down into the next hole as the follow on, simply go
back down into the end hole as shown in step no. 5.

STEP NO. 6 Continue the whipping as shown in step no. 7
until both the stitches are in line, and then take the yarn
across both of them, going down into the last but one
hole again. Remember not to go down into the final hole.

STEP NO. 7 Continue the whipping around the corner by
going round the edge and going down each time into the
hole shown at the end of the needle in step no.6. This
circular motion should be continued until the corner has
disappeared. Then go down into the next five holes as if
starting from the beginning.

STEP NO. 8 Continue as for step no. 2 and then carry on
with the whipping stitch as shown earlier in step no. 3.
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